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NEW QUESTION: 1
You require high availability for HTTP sessions in a web
application. In addition, you have the following constraints:
* There is little free memory on the machines hosting the
cluster.
* HA must be guaranteed even when multiple machines fall
simultaneously.
* You are not allowed to update the production databases
schema.
Which is the best session persistence option?
A. Whole -server migration
B. Database persistence
C. In-memory replication
D. File persistence
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (TEM) Maintenance
Window Dashboard used for?
A. To define time windows in which TEM will perform actions on
target systems
B. To perform maintenance on the TEM database
C. To schedule hardware maintenance, when required, on the TEM
server
D. To determine when the TEM server will be unavailable due to

required maintenance
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
In this tunnel mode GRE multipoint example, which command on
the hub router distinguishes one spoken form the other?
A. ip frame-relay
B. ip nhrp map
C. tunnel mode gre multipoint
D. no ip route
Answer: C
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